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Welcome to the Green Party’s Extraordinary Autumn Conference.

And this is an extraordinary conference because these extraordinary times
call for extraordinary measures.

But when have we ever been anything other than extraordinary?

This is our first ever online conference, and while it is a huge shame that
we can’t be together enjoying one another’s company, I am still very glad
that we can come together online and feel the solidarity and mutual support
that conference brings.

One of the extraordinary things about the Green Party is that we continue to
form our policies through our conference rather than from the top down.

So I am thrilled that so many of you are joining-in to shape the future of
our party.

Because everyone who takes part, takes on the responsibility of creating our
future – as a party, as a country, and as a planet.

For some of you our conference will be a completely new experience and for
others you will have fond memories of travels to Scarborough, Liverpool,
Brighton and beyond.

Can you believe it was just a year ago that you were with me in Newport for
Autumn conference 2019. You came to explore my fantastic home city.

But what a lot has changed since then.
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We had a snap General Election – which itself seems such a long time ago

Brexit – which I still like to pretend didn’t really happen

Australian wildfires and Arctic ice breaking up reminding us that we must do
more to stop the irreversible decline of the health of the planet

Uprisings against police brutality including the murders of George Floyd and
Breonna Taylor among so many others

And, of course, the Coronavirus pandemic.

Who would have thought a year ago that all this was in our future?

Newport is now in its second lock down, and I am sure many of you are also in
your second lock down, or wondering when it may come to where you live.

Proper lockdown measures are vital to reduce the loss of lives and the risk
to workers, especially in the NHS – it’s a blunt tool but one of the only
ones we have as a society to protect people.

And during our lockdowns we have seen people struggle.

But we have also seen people embrace big ideas.

People reflecting on what a better version of our society might look like

And most of all, people’s instincts for unity and compassion shine.

Meanwhile we have seen a UK government flip flop on big issues and give vague
and confused messages about what people are meant to do.

Just a few weeks ago we were given the impression that if people didn’t
return to their offices the country would collapse.

Then when a second wave came, the furlough scheme was brought to an abrupt
end.

In England, tenants are at risk after the eviction ban was terminated.

And the government was exposed as having no real plan to ‘build back better’,
or support people’s lives.

Well… we the extraordinary Greens have that real plan and we have had it for
a long time. It begins with a Universal Basic Income.

As Greens we have been fighting for this transformative policy that could
protect workers in all industries while keeping our economy alive.

This is why I put together a letter which was co-signed by many in the music
and arts sector which we sent to the Chancellor insisting that he consider
the benefits a UBI could have for the arts and culture.

to save jobs…



to save venues

to save a sector that is the lifeblood of our culture and communities

to ensure that, for both workers and audiences, the arts remain for
everybody, not just the privileged.

So that they can flourish now when they are needed the most, to keep people
entertained and to keep spirits up.

We understand the importance of the arts and culture, because we know a
person’s value is not measured by how much profit they can generate.

But this government has seemed to throw more effort at helping bland and
overpriced sandwiches, and landlords of bland and overpriced student
properties.

But Universal Basic Income is just the start.

As Greens we pride ourselves on our radical yet rational politics that work
to tackle the climate and ecological emergency while addressing the vast
inequalities across our society.

And it’s easy to forget that before the pandemic, around the time of the
general election, our media was taking our climate and ecology more seriously
than ever before.

Some of that momentum has been lost over the last few months… but this is the
time we need to bring it back to the top of the agenda, because we know that
the solutions to all of these crises are one and the same.

I am proud that in Wales we have a pioneering policy that reflects our Green
values called the Future Generations Act.

This law puts the rights and wellbeing of future generations, not just short-
term interests, at the heart of all Welsh government decision making.

If we implement a Future Generations Act across the UK it could mean less
focus on short term gains for landlords and sandwich chains and strengthen
the movement for a better future for our economy, climate and society.

This is a policy we as Greens campaigned for in the 2019 General election,
and fundamentally shifts a short-termist way of thinking that has deeply
damaged our society.

From austerity and poverty to supporting fossil fuels and plastics,
disregarding children and generations yet to be born has caused irreversible
destruction to our communities, atmosphere and habitats.

As Greens, we value not just what we can deliver in an election cycle. We
don’t just promise something for tomorrow, the next five years, or even the
next decade. Our vision is for a future of fairness, and our manifestoes are
stepping stones towards it.



A Future Generations Act can be powerful. In Wales it helped us block the M4
Bypass Motorway from being created.

Let’s face it – no government who cares about future generations would
continue to build motorways and expand airports in the way we have seen the
establishment parties attempt to do.

But also, as Johnson brings the M4 back on to the agenda, we see a Prime
Minister who is willing to override not just common sense but also devolution
itself.

Next year we will have a bumper year for elections. London Mayoral and
Assembly elections, elections for Mayors and councils across England, many
delayed by-elections and in Wales we will have elections to the Senedd.

I am our lead candidate in our target region of South Wales East for the
Welsh Parliament elections.

And this is already shaping up to be a very exciting election.

It will test how people feel about the incumbent Labour party who have
effectively had control of Wales since devolution in 1999.

It will be a battle between those who want more devolution leading towards
independence, and those who want to reduce or remove devolution completely.

The Tories in Westminster are attempting a power grab against devolution,
prompted partly by the end of the transition arrangements with the EU.

We need to work with our colleagues in Scotland and Northern Ireland to
ensure that our nations’ democratic rights aren’t trampled on by this
delinquent government.

Because the truth is, Wales doesn’t just need a brighter future.

It needs change, right here, right now.

We need real change today for the millions of people who have been let down
by a political establishment happy to watch entire communities trapped in
dead-end poverty.

We need real change today for people vulnerable to the lies of fascism
because they haven’t been offered any sort of future by the collapsing centre
of neoliberal politics.

We need real change today for some of the most incredible habitats and
landscapes anywhere in the world, from the coast of Pembrokeshire, to the
rolling peaks of the Brecon Beacons, and the neverending views of Snowdonia.

We can get all that change by pouring our national efforts into the most
important work of the century ahead – the mission to go net zero carbon by
2030.



We need a Green New Deal for Wales.

What does that mean?

It means renewables, everywhere.

It means a national effort to restore our natural world, to make Wales the
most ecologically diverse and beautiful nation in the world.

It means insulating every single home so nobody ever has to decide between
feeding their kids and paying for heating, ever again.

And it means doing all this by paying people a decent living wage for the
world’s most important work.

Our Green New Deal for Wales will create a wave of good Green jobs,
stimulating the economy in every corner of the country, and offering real
opportunities for young people through decent apprenticeships, skills
training and education.

Wales was once the powerhouse of Britain, and it can be again.

Obviously, we can never go back to coal.

But we can lead the world on renewables.

We can lead the world on wind energy.

We can lead the world on pioneering technology like the tidal lagoon.

Wales led the first industrial revolution and we can lead the second. And
where we lead, the rest of Britain, the rest of Europe, and the rest of the
world will follow.

—

Before I was stopped in my tracks by the pandemic, I spent half my life on
trains, criss-crossing the country meeting Green activists in cities, towns
and villages where they are working hard, knocking on doors, to get Greens
into power.

So I know that the recent story of Wales is not unique to my nation, that
story of economic decline, atomisation, destitution and hopelessness.

I see coastal towns abandoned, with tourism in freefall.

I see town after town with hollowed out high streets, nothing but boarded up
doors, bookies and vape shops.

I see people living in worse and worse housing, on higher and higher rents,
trying to make ends meet on lower and lower wages.

For too long, establishment politics has ripped the heart out of our
communities, wrenching opportunities from the young, and putting public space



in the hands of private profit.

So a Green New Deal for Wales could be a beacon for what we can do in every
single community in the UK, unlocking a brighter, Greener future for everyone

Greens are standing up for local democracy. We are standing up for Wales. And
I am standing to lead us into the Senedd for the very first time, to stand up
for all our futures.

—

A key part of our work as Greens is scrutiny. Our sister party in Scotland
consistently prove that, and show the great things that can be achieved when
Greens are elected to a devolved parliament.

This summer, it was Green MSP Ross Greer who saw the coming disaster of the
exam results algorithm, held the Scottish Government to account, exposed the
injustice to the media and public and forced them to change course.

In budget talks with the minority SNP administration, the Greens have proven
themselves tough and smart negotiators.

The Greens have secured an annual grant to young carers, free public
transport for all young people from next year, and hundreds of millions of
pounds in extra funding for local authorities facing cuts.

And it’s because of the Greens that Scotland has the most progressive Income
Tax system in the country, with low earners paying less and the better off
paying more to fund public services.

And it remains the case that the only Green Party law in the UK is Patrick
Harvie’s 2009 Aggravation by Prejudice Act, which ensured homophobic and
disability-related offences would be treated as hate crimes, and was the
first trans-inclusive hate crime legislation in Europe.

We know the power of elected Greens, we see Caroline Lucas, Jenny Jones and
Natalie Bennett hold the government and opposition to account every day.

We see our councillors making change that makes lives better for our friends,
family and neighbours.

Every day I am thankful for the hard work of our elected officials, and the
activists out there knocking on doors, delivering leaflets, running campaigns
and ensuring that we get more Greens elected to deliver real change for our
communities, towns, cities, and country.

It’s been tough to pause campaigning, especially when we have such an
opportunity to win big and build on incredible results in 2019.

But we will still be ready to win big when we finally get the chance next
May.

If the last year has proved anything, it’s that rapid change is possible in



the face of a crisis, that people do not want to go back to normal because
what the hell was normal about before?

What the hell was normal about children living in poverty, governments
ignoring the climate and ecological emergency, refugees dying while seeking
safety.

As Greens, we will never settle for normal, we will only accept
extraordinary.

So keep campaigning for Greens to be elected, keep campaigning to create
something better.

We know we can make better possible and we know we can do it together.

Thank you to all of you for everything you do to make it happen, and I look
forward to being there with you every step of the way.
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first ever online conference
Amelia Womack: “Wales led the first industrial revolution and we can
lead the second”

Wales can once again become the “powerhouse of Britain” by investing in Green
jobs and renewable energy, the Green Party’s deputy leader Amelia Womack has
said. [1]

Speaking on the second day of the party’s first ever online Autumn Conference
[2], Womack set out how a Green New Deal for Wales will stimulate the economy
across the country and create opportunities for young people.

Womack, who was re-elected as deputy leader for a fourth time earlier last
month, is standing to become the first Green member of the Senedd next year
as the lead candidate in the party’s target region of South Wales East.

She told conference:

“Our Green New Deal for Wales will create a wave of good Green jobs,
stimulating the economy in every corner of the country, and offering real
opportunities for young people through decent apprenticeships, skills
training and education. 

“Wales was once the powerhouse of Britain, and it can be again. 

“Obviously, we can never go back to coal. But we can lead the world on
renewables. We can lead the world on wind energy. We can lead the world on
pioneering technology like the tidal lagoon.

“Wales led the first industrial revolution and we can lead the second. And
where we lead, the rest of Britain, the rest of Europe, and the rest of the
world will follow.”

Womack also said the rest of the UK should follow in Wales’ footsteps by
implementing a Future Generations Act. [3]

This law currently puts the rights and wellbeing of future generations at the
centre of Welsh government decision-making

Womack said:

“This is a policy we as Greens campaigned for in the 2019 General election,
and fundamentally shifts a short-termist way of thinking that has deeply
damaged our society. 

“From austerity and poverty to supporting fossil fuels and plastics,
disregarding children and generations yet to be born has caused irreversible
destruction to our communities, atmosphere and habitats.”

ENDS

Notes



1

Amelia Womack’s speech to Autumn Conference 2020 will be available to watch
live on the Green Party’s YouTube channel.

2

The Green Party Autumn Conference 2020 will take place online from Friday 2
October to Sunday 11 October.

https://www.greenparty.org.uk/conference

3

https://www.legislation.gov.uk/anaw/2015/2/contents/enacted
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Welcome to this extraordinary Green Party conference!
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of London.
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Because we think at a moment like this, it’s good to reflect on our history –
and plan for our future.

We live in such alarming times, but they are also times of possibility.

[Jonathan]

If your social media is anything like mine, your feed will be full of people
asking:

“What the hell is up with 2020?”

Fires in the arctic and the US.

Refugees in the channel.

Thousands sleeping rough on our streets.

A pandemic that has killed a million people.

I was sitting at home a couple of weeks ago, and I switched on “Extinction:
the facts” – the David Attenborough documentary. 

And I found the tears just rolling down my cheeks. 

But I think I was crying for two reasons. 

There’s the obvious one.

Who is not moved by the countless species being lost?

How?

How, have we let this mass destruction happen? 

But the second reason was the poignancy with which the Attenborough programme
brought home the connections between the climate and the ecological crisis,
coronavirus, and the way our economy and society is structured.

Everything is a green issue.  Everything is connected. 

That is finally being recognised.

[Sian]

“There is no economy on a dead planet.”

That’s what we often used to say.

But this awful pandemic, that we are just part way through, has already made
us recognise like never before the truly deep connections between our people,
society and our planet.

We have seen that it is people of colour and the working class who will
suffer disproportionately from climate breakdown.



People of colour and the working class who have always suffered
disproportionately from health inequality, social inequality and racism.

And it is people of colour and the working class who are suffering
disproportionately from coronavirus.

We have gained new perspectives from this terrible crisis.

And new perspectives too from our Government’s failing attempts to forge its
response to the pandemic within a prevailing economic system that just wasn’t
built for resilience in a crisis.

One of the most telling failures is the contracting out of test and trace.

This has left us – in just about every area across the country – without even
the data on the virus’s spread that we need – to act, and properly plan our
local responses.

It is heartbreaking that we are not better prepared for this second wave.

Because the Government failed.

Because it handed the job to a company that couldn’t deliver.

Contracting out is what Governments do when they have lost confidence in
their own leadership; lost confidence in local communities. 

And we won’t get the virus under control without a test and trace system that
works in every local area.

We have been saying for months that the Government needs to work with local
authorities, communities and public health teams.

These are the people who can deliver.

The failure now must be fixed.

The Government needs to think

in new and better ways, because we have the proof, in the worst way today,
that its old models aren’t fit for purpose.

[Jonathan]

Think back for a minute. 

Do you remember how you felt when we first went into lockdown.

If you are anything like me there was a whole spectrum of emotion: Fear.
Uncertainty. Disbelief. Frustration. Worry about those we love.

Then just for a moment.

In the middle of all the horror of the pandemic, we glimpsed that a different



world might be possible.

The amazing resilience of businesses changing and adapting the way they
worked.

Communities coming together in solidarity and compassion to care and support
one another.

Our most valuable workers recognised as the key workers that they are –
running the vital services on which we all rely.

Debt in our NHS paid off.

Intervention to support people’s incomes.

Rough sleepers off our streets.

In the middle of all the tragedy, all the heartache and the hardship, we had
a glimpse of something new.

I think that deep down everyone believes that a different and better world
might be possible.

A world where everything you need – a strong, resilient community – is close
at hand where you live

Where you have a right to work from home.

Where everyone has a home. 

Where renters have the right to fair rents and cannot be evicted.

Imagine if our response to an emergency like coronavirus was to plan and
build that better world from the things we learned?

[Sian]

One – Zero – zero – zero – zero – zero – zero – zero – zero – zero, zero,
zero 

That was a headline in one newspaper after we said that we should be
investing one hundred billion pounds a year to transform our economy into
something new.

They printed it in full with eleven zeros – as the headline – right across
the page.

We planned last year to invest this much because, in the face of inequality,
injustice and the climate emergency the right answer was to think big and
invest – to transform the way we live and work, for the better.

And guess what? 

The Government has already committed over three times that amount, to



grappling with coronavirus over just six months.

Because in the face of such an emergency you do whatever it takes.

But just imagine what we could do if we planned ahead for the emergencies to
come.

Not wait for them to hit, but build resilience securely through a Green New
Deal. 

If we invested ahead of time to create the new jobs we need, in the new
industries we need.

Building resilience, not only to weather this storm, but to have a stronger
shelter from the next one too.

[Jonathan]

We can eliminate poverty.

I’ll say that again because some people might have thought they misheard.

We can eliminate poverty.

And not just that.

We know how to do it.

Right now.

A universal basic income.

We have proposed it for years. 

And it’s an idea whose time has come.

A regular, unconditional  payment made to everyone.

We can make poverty impossible.

We can abolish destitution.

AND give everyone more life choices – the choices the privileged often take
for granted – to study, change career, retrain, care for a loved one.

Investing in people so they can weather whatever storms may come.

A universal basic income would provide security during this pandemic and
beyond as we transform society in the face of the climate emergency.

Another world is possible.

Better is possible.

It is within our reach.



[Jonathan]

Over 70 years ago the United Nations came together in the aftermath of the
horror of the Second World War and they drafted the Universal Declaration of
Human Rights.

They told the world in clear terms what we should have.

By right. As human beings.

That vision won’t be complete until every person has enough; not just for
their basic needs, but for a fulfilled life.

And we believe that world is possible.

It’s why for years, the Green Party has got together for conferences like the
one we are kicking off today to set out our vision and how we can achieve it.

And this week we’ll get together slightly differently with online voting for
the first time.

And together we’ll debate and vote on ideas for:

Reparations to create global justice and put right the legacy of the
transatlantic trafficking of enslaved Africans, colonial exploitation, and
our debt to the world for the pollution we have emitted.

Rewilding our country and giving every young person a meaningful education
that will equip them to shape their rapidly changing world.

Bringing in new ideas for transport that respond directly to the coronavirus
crisis.

And new economics to create resilience and truly build back better.

Ideas that say better is possible.

[Sian]

Ruth Bader Ginsburg – who was so often on the dissenting side of Supreme
Court decisions, said this:

“Dissents speak to a future age.”

She saw dissenters as those who are unafraid to depart from prevailing wisdom
and say what is right.

A few years ago, the Green Party dissented in a big way.

While all the other parties embraced the ideology of austerity, we stood
firmly against it.

We said it was a lie.



We said that the economic mainstream was wrong.

We argued for investment not cuts.

We said it would be worth it. That austerity was the plain wrong response to
the economic crisis we faced.

And we were proved right.

We have dissented against doubters and cynics.

The ones who said renewable energy would be too expensive.

Or that a living wage would cost jobs. 

That we couldn’t succeed and stop fracking. 

Or Heathrow expansion.

Time and time again our bold ideas of today have become the common sense of
tomorrow.

Right now we again have important decisions to make, in the face of a crisis.

Again, Greens know that something better than business-as-usual is possible
and we’re arguing for a dramatic change of direction.

Other politicians are arguing again for cutbacks and cancelling investment in
the wake of the economic shock of coronavirus, a trade-off between the
economy and saving lives.

But we dissent.

We say that our plan for recovery cannot be a re-run of austerity economics,
and that with a Green New Deal and a basic income we can break free from the
old thinking for good.

And the public are with us. They want a new normal. Many people:

already suffering from the injustices baked into the system, who lost their
loved ones, they can see clearly that this was because business-as-usual left
them far too vulnerable.

Vulnerable both to catching the virus and suffering more from its effects.

For all these people, the coronavirus crisis has been a wake-up call.

So, people are crying out for a green recovery, one that builds fairness,
that builds resilience.

The country is ripe for change today.

We all want a new world, and a new way of living.



[Jonathan]

The ancient Greeks had a word for a pivotal moment of change. 

Kairos. 

There is no one word in today’s English language that completely encompasses
its meaning.

It is sometimes translated as “supreme” moment. 

A time for action.

A moment of truth.

It was used by black theologians in Apartheid South Africa, as their country
was plunged into political crisis and they battled against religious and
political oppression.

“A crisis” they said “is a judgment that brings out the best in some people
and the worst in others.

A crisis is a moment of truth that shows us for what we really are.”

There is no doubt that we are now at a kairos moment in our history as
humans.

And it will show us not just who we really are but what we can be.

[Sian]

In our history, the global human race has moved out of the long age of kings

Into these last three centuries of capital, colonialism and exploitation.

And now we have pushed everything to its limits.

We are now at a moment of truth, and the future is holding its breath for
what we do next.

This is the time for action, and right now we could choose to build a new
future of fellowship and balance – a new age of the citizen.

Or we could face our last gasps as a civilisation.

Arundhati Roy famously said:

“Another world is not only possible, she is on her way. Maybe many of us
won’t be here to greet her, but on a quiet day, if I listen very carefully, I
can hear her breathing.”

And I think if we all listen now, today, at this moment, we can hear her loud
and clear.



[Jonathan]

In the early 1990s I was working in the House of Commons and I got a letter
across my desk from an academic in Scotland suggesting that we should cancel
the debts of the poorest countries in the year 2000.

The idea was preposterous at the time.

No one was talking about it, let alone considering it.

But that idea was taken up by campaign groups. 

Then unions.

Then churches. 

Then community organisations. 

And it became the Jubilee 2000 movement.

And it went global.

And a few years later the G8 was sitting around discussing not whether they
could cancel debt in the developing world, but which country’s debt would be
written off.

Movements change things.

Our country has a rich and incredible history of movements for change, built
on dissent from the established order.

Of ideas that needed to be pushed from the grassroots. And whose time did
come.

In the heat and crisis of the English Civil War, the Levellers called for
democracy and equality.

The Diggers demanded common rights to land and the first health service.

The Chartists fought for Just Representation to include the working class.

The abolitionists said slave trafficking must end. 

The suffragists and suffragettes said Votes for Women,

And those who came together to say

Ban the Bomb,

Free Nelson Mandela,

Drop the Debt,

Stop the War,



Black Lives Matter. 

These diverse movements are the history of our country too. 

[Sian]

There were no Pride parades this year, so I rewatched the film Pride for the
tenth or eleventh time to compensate.

If you don’t know the story it is about how in the 1980s a London-based group
of lesbian and gay activists raised money and forged links with towns,
villages and families in Wales who were fighting the miners’ strike.

As a piece of our history, and as a film, it shows so well the humanity in
every struggle, and the common ground and solidarity between causes that can
be so powerful – when we don’t let those who are trying to grind us down,
divide us.

They both knew their struggles were the same, that the same Government was
trying to dismiss and destroy their communities.

David Donavan, one of the valleys miners, knew this too when he spoke at the
Pits and Perverts benefit concert in Camden and he said:

“It won’t change overnight, but now a hundred and forty thousand miners know
… about blacks and gays and nuclear disarmament and we will never be the
same.”

This is the very essence of solidarity.

And today we are also seeing a revival in solidarity – between activists for
the same cause, and between activists making the links between different
causes.

Today of course young climate campaigners are allies of Black Lives Matter.
Because climate justice, economic justice and racial justice are not
divisible. 

[Jonathan]

Let me tell you about my friend Pete.

(there he is)

I’m in awe of Pete.

He’s run over a hundred and sixty marathons for charity. But that’s not just
why I respect him so much.

Pete is a councillor. 

And he won his seat in Labour’s safest ward in Lambeth, South London.

How? 



Because he stood alongside residents against the council’s estate demolition
programme. 

Including the one where he lives.

And because he brought together and united those concerned about the terrible
environmental and health impact of the council’s plans, with those whose
homes and communities were being threatened.

Like Pete we need to be the ones bringing the movements together and making
the links between the climate emergency and social justice. 

[Sian]

Not every Green Party member studies it every day, but we have a written
philosophical basis.

In that philosophical basis and our core values, the Green Party recognises
that it is the political arm of a wider movement.

And like our country, our party’s history is also one of movements and
solidarity.

Our party, our values – and our approach to leadership – grew alongside work
among movements here in the UK that fought some of the most important battles
of the last century.

Standing against unconscionable weapons of mass destruction, and against coal
power plants, gas pipelines, oil drilling, fracking and nuclear power.

We campaigned and won against the bulldozers, curtailed Margaret Thatcher’s
massive road building programme, protecting the countryside, and calling out
the truth that new roads create new traffic.

And in this century, Greens have been at the heart of new local networks
looking forward and building resilience ready for a transition away from oil
dependency.

And we are forging new alliances for green energy and community controlled
housing with renters and workers.

Jonathan

And what I really love about our party’s history is that we have never been
scared to stand with movements that aren’t always neat and tidy or even well
behaved.

Because they are genuine. Because they come from the grassroots, from people
without power, whose voices must be heard.

The global movement to stop trade deals designed to drive down the global
south, and put corporations above the law.

Backing LGBTIQA+ rights against the deepest prejudices and fear.



Supporting renters’ unions and new unions for workers in the gig economy.

Standing up against racism and for migrants, when every other party was
pandering to campaigns of hate and division.

Standing alongside strikers and rebels who demand action on the climate
emergency. 

Just over a year ago, I was waiting to do a TV interview just in front of
Parliament. 

I spotted some young people, who were part of the school strike for the
climate, and went over to talk to them. 

They explained their frustration about how no one seemed to be taking any
notice.

So I said to them:

“Go and get as many of your friends as possible, stand behind me and make as
much noise as you can, and I’ll see what I can do.”

Within 15 minutes they had found 500 young people.

And as I did the interview live on prime time TV, I was able to turn around
and point to them and say

“This is what real leadership looks like. Listen to what they are saying
about the climate crisis.”

Today’s social movements, like the school strikers, need the Green Party to
be strong.

And our role within our founding movements has shifted.

As more of the work we can do to support them is now from elected positions.

In our roles as elected representatives, we must forge new ways of working
with these movements, listening to them and getting their voices heard.

And we must do this with a new solidarity – one of kindness, respect and
support for every person outside our party as well as within.

Solidarity between the many different movements and causes that are growing
and making their voices heard at this moment of truth.

Our party has changed and grown so much since we started more than four
decades ago.

And we must keep changing.

So, in this crucial moment of truth, what next?

[Sian]



For the Greens, 2019’s local elections were spectacular!

This year’s elections were postponed.

So I know that, as a party, we could not be more ready for next year – 2021-
to fight more winning campaigns in Wales and in London and in councils across
the country.

I cannot wait for next May!

The Green Party is a serious party, a major party now, one with more
credibility than ever before.

Whose ideas and hard work make a difference.

And as we take more positions with more power, running councils in
cooperation with other parties, and more places at the table in more towns
and cities, the length of time that journey will take – from Green policies
and ideas representing ‘dissent’ to becoming ‘common sense’ – will get
shorter and shorter still.

In London we only have to campaign and pester for two or maybe three years
now before the current Mayor takes up our ideas – on things like rent
controls, preventing demolition and giving ballots to residents on estates,
action on air pollution and traffic, green energy for the tube.

But we’ll only get change as fast as we need when we have a Green Mayor.

Everywhere in the country, as a party now, we must work harder than ever to
build our team, we must support each other better, bring forward new people,
and train harder together to be ready for the serious and important work of
having and using power.

[Jonathan]

And we know that we must get ready to grow even more as a party.

There are now so many people with no political home, who are crying out for
representation.

Who know that climate justice, social justice and racial justice are the same
goals.

Who still hope for a better world.

So here’s an invitation.

If you want to shape the future, not repeat the past.

If you too feel that this is a moment of truth where every person must play
their part.

The Green Party is your home, so join us.



Like Councillor Pete Elliott standing up for justice on his Lambeth estate we
are on your side.

Like Lesbians and Gays teaming up with the miners, we know that all our
struggles are linked together.

At this moment of truth…

We need a new democracy based on cooperation not conflict.

[Sian]

At this moment of truth, it is down to all of us – to choose which path we
take.

So come with us and together we can forge a path – to that future we can
already glimpse across the hill, and hear when we hold our breath.

This is not a path that is already built, or which is easy or obvious to
tread.

New paths are only made when people take the first steps and walk in a new
direction. 

So join us and let’s take those steps together.

Because we – and you – know that better is possible.

********END********
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2 October 2020

Newly re-elected leaders used their Autumn Conference speech to set out
plans for a Green recovery
Keynote speech was streamed to members for party’s first online
conference
Jonathan Bartley: “If you too feel that this is a moment of truth where
every person must play their part. The Green Party is your home, so join
us.”
Sian Berry: “At this moment of truth for the world, Greens know that
something better than business-as-usual is possible.”

The Green Party has today made a call to those who have been left behind by
politicians refusing to take the radical action required at this pivotal
moment in history.

Newly re-elected co-leaders Sian Berry and Jonathan Bartley laid out their
plans for a Green recovery in their keynote speech at the start of the
Greens’ first ever online conference today.[1]

As other politicians argue for cutbacks in the face of the coronavirus
pandemic, Bartley and Berry showed why the Greens are the only true
opposition to the Government as they called out to those “who still hope for
a better world”.

They set out how plans for investment in a universal basic income and a Green
New Deal could tackle poverty and set the UK on the path to become carbon
neutral.

The speech called to the traditional supporters of other parties who feel let
down following Labour’s turn to the right [2] and the Liberal Democrat’s
decision not to elect a leader who promoted more progressive policies [3].

Bartley said:

“There are now so many people who feel disenfranchised and without a
political home.

“Who know that climate justice, social justice and racial justice are the



same goals. Who still hope for a better world.

“If you want to shape the future, not repeat the past. If you too feel that
this is a moment of truth where every person must play their part. The Green
Party is your home, so join us.”

The speech set out the Green Party’s position as the political allies of the
environment and social justice movement and how it has never been scared of
standing up for what is right.

The co-leaders said we are at a “moment of truth” and that the Greens are the
only political party now standing up for radical change. 

Berry said:

“At this moment of truth for the world, Greens know that something better
than business-as-usual is possible.

“Other politicians, now, are arguing again for cutbacks and cancelling
investment in the wake of the economic shock of coronavirus, a trade-off
between the economy and saving lives.

“But we dissent and we say this just isn’t true.

“We say that our plan for recovery cannot be a re-run of austerity economics,
and that with a Green New Deal and a basic income we can break free from the
old thinking for good.

“And the public are with us. They want a new normal.”

ENDS

Notes

            1

The Green Party Autumn Conference 2020 will take place online from Friday 2
October to Sunday 11 October.

https://www.greenparty.org.uk/conference

            2

https://www.independent.co.uk/news/uk/politics/keir-starmer-channel-crossings
-labour-revolt-refugees-migrants-a9682061.html

            3

https://www.theguardian.com/politics/2020/aug/27/ed-daveys-first-job-is-to-he
al-divisions-in-lib-dem-membership
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